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Gold silver price live app

NEW YORK (TheStreet) - Gold prices ended modestly lower Tuesday during calm trading as rumors circulated that China could raise interest rates. Gold for June delivery was still settling on the Comex division of the New York Mercantile Exchange, but was shedding $2.60 to $1,418.70 in after-hours
trading. The price of gold is trading in a tight range from $1,424.70 to $1,412.10 while the spot price of gold sheds more than $3, according to Kitco's gold index. Silver prices closed down 10 cents to $36.98 an ounce. Both metals were able to stem steeper losses from Monday's session. Vote: How high
are silver prices in 2011? Investors bought shares and were in wait mode with gold and silver. Oil prices have been volatile, and reports that have shown oil-producing areas in Libya, now controlled by rebels, could ramp up production again. Gold and silver are traded with oil as high energy prices
underline higher inflation. Gold and silver make juicy investments when inflation is high, as paper currencies lose value and solid assets are more expensive. Voting: Where will the price of gold end in 2011? That inflation thesis sees some headwinds Tuesday as the China Securities Journal reported that
China's central bank could raise rates to tame inflation, which is 4.9% in February and could rise to more than 5% in March. Major consumer product companies are raising prices from 5% to 15% in April, the article says. The central bank has already raised rates three times in the past year, but at 25
basis point clips that have not done much to change the negative real interest rate environment. Gold sees a more cautious sale, says George Gero, senior vice president of RBC Capital Markets, after the expiration of the option last night ... also tightening on the part of China ... bring hedge sales. But
this time China is not the only central bank considering raising rates. The mood is quite certain that the European Central Bank can raise interest rates in April, fearing February inflation of 2.8%. Financial problems are still looming large in the EU, however, as one of Spain's biggest banks is asking for a
$4 billion bailout and long-term borrowing costs for Portugal rose to more than 8% on Monday. Standard No Poor's took another swing in Greece downgrading its credit rating two notches with a negative outlook, as well as lowering Portugal's senior debt by one notch. In the U.S., although the Federal
Reserve will not raise rates any time soon, the latest hawkish comments of Fed members showed that quantitative easing will not be replenished in June when the current program expires. Some more aggressive Fed presidents, such as James Bullard, are calling for a 100 billion reduction $600 bond-
buying program. If rates are raised around the world and the Fed stops pumping cash into the system, gold prices could take a hit. Gold prices rose 15.2 percent three months before the Fed announced quantitative easing. Silver prices jumped 53% Fed, Fed, Gold prices will take direction from Friday's
jobs issue. The unemployment rate is expected to remain at 8.9 per cent and the private sector will add 190,000 to 200,000 jobs. I expect that if we see growth as high as 225,000, you will see more hawkish expectations from the Fed, said Phil Streible, senior market strategist at Lind-Waldock, which will
lead to a strengthening dollar, hence putting pressure on the gold market. Gold and silver are also struggling with a rebalancing led in the second quarter, where portfolio managers juggle positions to either take profits or build up stocks. Streible believes that fund and money managers will continue to hold
both positions as metals continue to prove results, making new contract highs quarter-by-quarter. Scott Redler, the T3Live.com for Trading, sees gold as an investment and silver as a second-quarter trade. If we finally get a real break above $1,445-$1,450 and it holds, then I think we get to $1,550 and
$1,600. Redler doesn't feel comfortable holding silver because prices are too volatile, but is looking for short-term trading opportunities with the iShares Silver Trust (SLV) - Get the report. Jeb Handwerger, editor of GoldStockTrades.com, adds to his golden stance on kickbacks. These long pauses in the
uptrend usually lead to large upward movements rather than bearish peaks, which usually end in parabolic movements. Gold stocks, a risky but profitable way to buy gold, were mixed. Kinross Gold (KGC) - Get Report fell 0.83% to $15.45, while Goldcorp (GG) added 0.62% to $48.76. Other gold stocks,
Agnico-Eagle (AEM) - Get Report and Eldorado Gold (EGO) - Get Report were trading at $65.32 and $16.02 respectively. Written by Alix Steele in New York. Contact the author of this article, click here: Alix Steel. Follow the writer on Twitter, go to . I have to submit a news tip, send an email:
tips@thestreet.com. Disclosure: TheStreet's editorial policy prohibits editors and reporters from holding positions in any individual promotions. Uncertainty in world politics and an improvement in the economic picture should support the recent jump in silver prices, which is likely to lead to higher prices.
Silver futures have risen 14% since the start of the year, on the back of a 16% increase in 2016, their best annual performance since 2010. The precious metal outperformed gold, which has risen by 8% this year; silver tends to track the direction of gold prices, albeit with large fluctuations. Investors
looking for safe assets on an increasingly volatile political backdrop are driving demand for precious metals. Concerns about the UK's decision to leave the European Union returned to the market last week when Theresa May triggered Brexit talks on Wednesday. The new administration in the U.S. has
also caused jitters as investors worry that a failed health care reform bill points to trying to provide tax reform and fiscal stimulus. Political uncertainty is keeping the gold market afloat, said Bob Haberkorn, senior market strategist at RJO Futures. And silver should follow the gold above. One of the biggest
risks for metals is the likelihood that the Federal Reserve will raise short-term interest rates. Gold and silver sold out after the central bank raised rates in December and March, but prices gradually recovered as investors focused on risks that could threaten positive market sentiment. SILVER FOR MAY
DELIVERY climbed to a one-month high on Friday. The iShares Silver Trust (ticker: SLV) has grown by more than 14% this year as an alternative for investors who do not want to participate in the futures markets. Sentiment among speculative investors improved after demand for precious metals
declined at the end of 2016. Net bullish silver rates hit their highest level in seven months at the end of February, according to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. While central bank officials have said they may raise rates twice more in 2017, few expect the increase to come in the next few
months, removing the potential wind of the head for silver. Fed off burner at the moment. They, like everyone else, want to see if we continue to get this positive economic growth. I think they'll want to see what's going on in Washington, said Tai Wong, head of metals trading at BMO Capital Markets.
Rising physical demand should also help prices, writes Suki Cooper, a precious metals analyst at Standard Chartered, in a report. February trade data showed an improvement in appetite for gold from key consumers in China and India, she said. While gold thrives in economic turmoil, silver can benefit
from signs of growth thanks to industrial applications like electronics that consume more metal during expansion. At a time when industrial metals such as copper are gaining strength on improved economic data, silver may also experience greater demand. U.S. consumer confidence rose to its highest



level in 16 years, according to the Conference Board. We expect silver prices to remain stable in 2017, as any demand for a safe harbor on the back of an appetite for gold is likely to be bolstered by modest growth in industrial use, writes Robin Bhar, metals analyst at Soci't're G'rale, in a research note
last month. STEPHANIE YANG covers metals for The Wall Street Journal. Email: editors@barrons.com follow Barron on Twitter as Barron on Facebook Stock prices change and change every day. The price can rise or fall quickly. Tracking the prices of any stock and watching the market for some Before
buying shares can decide on a good investment easier. Tracking gold prices is a constant necessity when investing in gold, but it can help avoid sudden falls that lead to losses when investing. Open a web browser and go to website such as Yahoo Finance, Google Finance Finance any other financial
website that gives live stock market updates. In the box, the gold code is in the box. Typically, the box is on the left side of the website at the top. Code for GOLD GLD. Look at the live share price. The price may rise or fall a little at any given time while the market is open. This is called the spot price of
gold. Check the spot price for gold for a few days and look at the chart below for historical price changes. Track gold prices by looking for a London gold fix. London Gold corrects the upgrade five times a day with current spot checks. The London gold fix can be found on kitco.com, under the gold charts.
Chart.
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